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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The TRUPACT-II1 transportation packaging is designed to provide safe transportation of contact-handled (CH)
transuranic (TRU) waste packaged in oversized rectangular boxes designated as Standard Large Box2 (SLB2).
Transuranic waste typically consists of clothing, tools, rags and other disposal items contaminated with trace
amounts of radioactive elements, including plutonium. The TRUPACT-III design provides a single layer of
containment and is intended for shipment by truck or railcar as a Type B(U)F-96 package. The interior
dimensions of the TRUPACT-I1I cavity are designed to accommodate one (1) SLB2 payload container with
associated outside dimensions of 2,743-mm (108-in) long, 1,753-mm (69-in) wide and 1,854-mm (73 in) tall, plus
an associated loading pallet and roller floor.

The safety basis of the TRUPACT-II packaging for the transportation of transuranic waste packaged in SLB2s
was established under the TRUPACT-III Safety Analysis Report (SAR) [6] for decay heat loadings of 80 watts or
less. The thermal evaluation in the TRUPACT-1I1 SAR demonstrated that the TRUPACT-I1I packaging
complied with all 10 CFR 71 [1] thermal requirements.

Recently two SLB2s designated for transportation within the TRUPACT-III packaging have been identified as
exceeding the current CoC decay heat limit of 80 watts for the package. Heat loading of the two identified SLB2s
have been measured at 142 and 187 watts [16], including uncertainty factors, and are therefore not authorized for
shipment in the TRUPACT-II packaging under the current CoC.

2.0 PURPOSE

The purpose of this calculation is to establish the safety basis for transporting two identified high wattage SLB2s
in the TRUPACT-I1I packaging. The calculation addresses both Normal Conditions of Transport (NCT) and
Hypothetical Accident Conditions (HAC) to demonstrate compliance with the applicable regulatory requirements
as specified in 10 CFR 71 [1]. The data produced in this calculation may be used as design input for other
disciplines.

3.0 METHODOLOGY

The thermal safety evaluation of the TRUPACT-III packaging with the identified high wattage SLB2s is
conducted using the same mathematical model of the TRUPACT-I11 packaging and methodologies documented in
the TRUPACT-III SAR [6]. Details of modeling methods, assumptions, and material properties are provided
within the SAR and are not repeated in this calculation. The Thermal Desktop* [ 11 ] and SINDA/FLUINT [ 12]
engineering application software codes are again used to build, execute, and post-process the mathematical model.

The safety evaluations in the TRUPACT-III SAR are based on assuming the decay heat is evenly distributed on a
volumetric basis within a hypothetical waste box that measures 3'-2" x 3'-2" x 5'-8", which in turn is centered
within the SLB2 container. The contents of the waste box are assumed to have the thermal conductivity of air and
that heat transfer is via conduction only. Heat transfer between the hypothetical waste box and the SLB2
container is assumed to be via conduction and radiation across the air space between the two containers. This
modeling approach conservatively bounds the potential range in the waste stream contained within any SLB2.

For the purposes of this calculation, the TRUPACT-II SAR modeling approach for the contents of the SLB2 is
replaced by modeling that reflects the actual configuration of the identified high wattage SLB2s (i.e., SLB2 waste
containers #SR21524413 and #SR21524414) as documented via radiography scans [8]. All other aspects of the
thermal model of the TRUPACT-III packaging remain the same as documented in the TRUPACT-III SAR.
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4.0 ASSUMPTIONS

Assumptions are addressed where relevant in the body of this calculation and summarized in the sections below.

4.1 Unverified Assumptions

There are no unverified assumptions used in this calculation.

4.2 Justified Assumptions

Justified assumptions are used where applicable to simplify the necessary calculations. The following
assumptions are used:

1. The component thermal properties are based on documented and peer recognized sources.
Uncertainties in the property values are either well within acceptable tolerances or the NCT and
HAC analyses are conducted using values that are conservative for the condition being evaluated.

2. The assumption of no heat transfer via convection within the void spaces within the SLB2 waste
container and between the SLB2 and the TRUPACT-III interior walls is justified because it yields
a conservative estimate of the payload temperatures under NCT. Further, the assumption has
essentially no impact on the predicted TRUPAT-II1 packaging temperatures under NCT, but
yields slightly conservative temperatures under HAC.

5.0 DESIGN INPUTS

5.1 Description of Thermal Design

The TRUPACT-I1I package is a rectangular body assembly with a bolted, flat closure lid and an energy absorbing
overpack cover that protects the closure lid. The body assembly consists of an integral, energy-absorbing and
thermally-protective overpack structure that surrounds and protects a rigid containment structural assembly (CSA)
from the hypothetical accident conditions of transport (HAC). The TRUPACT-III package is designed as a totally
passive thermal system. See the TRUPACT-11 SAR [6] for details of the design.

Figure 5-1 illustrates the configuration of a SLB2 waste container. The configuration of the identified high
wattage SLB2s (i.e., SLB2 waste containers #SR21524413 and #SR21524414) are nearly identical, based on
videos of the radiography scans conducted on the affected SLB2s [8]. The radiography scans demonstrate that
each SLB2 contains one-half of a tank assembly (see Figure 5-2). The tank assembly is a piece of line equipment
that consists of two slab type transfer tanks surrounded by a shield tank [7]. The tank assembly is fabricated of
Type 304 stainless steel.

Prior to loading in the SLB2, the tank assembly was saw cut into two pieces along the long axis vertical centerline
and then wrapped in multiple sheets of polyethylene plastic for contamination control. The radiography scans
demonstrate that the divided tank assembly halves are set down in each SLB2 container between sets of side
dunnage pieces. The two side dunnage pieces are site-built from scrap wood cribbing and plywood to resemble
similar shaped hollow wood boxes. Each dunnage piece measures approximately 50 inches high, 102 inches long,
and 24 inches wide. The sides of the dunnage pieces are not necessarily solid everywhere, but may appear like
open cribbing in places. Further, the interior of each piece of dunnage may contain folded plastic sheathing or
bags, cable chokers, nylon straps, and/or metal tools. The side dunnage pieces effectively serve to center the tank
assembly halves within the SLB2.
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The radiography scans further demonstrate that the divided tank assembly halves rest on a few pieces of wood
cribbing and, except for the contamination control plastic sheathing, there is essentially no intervening material in
the I to 2 inch space between the bottom of the tank assembly and the floor of the SLB2. The top of the tank
assembly is essentially uncovered by optically opaque material, but is covered by a combination of folded plastic
sheathing or bags, cable chokers, nylon straps, and/or absorbent material to a depth of roughly 22 inches (i.e., to
approximately 8 inches below the SLB2 lid). The top of each side dunnage piece is covered by similar material to
an equal level below the SLB2 lid.

The void spaces within the packaging are filled with air at 0 psig.

5.2 Thermal Loads

5.2.1 Design Basis Ambient Conditions
The TRUPACT-I1I package is evaluated in accordance with IOCFR71 [1]. Further guidance for the calculation is
taken from NUREG-1609 [3] and Regulatory Guide 7.8 [4] for the applicable NCT and HAC thermal loads. The
evaluated load conditions are defined as follows:

* NCTHot: An ambient temperature of 38 °C is used to evaluate the maximum temperatures within the
package with maximum decay heat and 10 CFR §71.71 (c)(1) prescribed insolation.

" NCTHot (no solar): This case is the same as NCT Hot, but without insolation, and serves as the basis for
evaluation of the maximum temperature at the accessible surfaces of the package in accordance with 10
CFR §71.43(g) for non-exclusive use packages (i.e., < 50 'C ).

* NCT Cold: This case serves as an additional basis for evaluation of the maximum temperature gradients
within the package. In accordance with 10 CFR §71.71, an ambient temperature of -29 °C and no
insolation heating is assumed for this condition.

* HACHot: Thermal conditions are evaluated as a steady-state ambient temperature of 38 'C with
maximum decay heat and zero insolation prior to the event, followed by a thirty-minute transient with an
ambient temperature of 800 'C with maximum decay heat, and then back to a steady-state ambient
temperature of 38 °C with maximum decay heat and maximum insolation per 1OCFR71.71(c)(1). This
load case evaluates the peak temperature achieved for the various cask components under the HAC fire
event and the associated thermal stresses.

5.2.2 Insolation Loads

The thermal loading on the TRUPACT-III during NCT arises from insolation on the outer skin of the package
and, to a much lesser degree, from the decay heat of the payload. The presence of the package's shock absorbing
structures will thermally isolate the package interior from the external environment, while the relatively thin
exterior skin of the package will respond rapidly to changes in the external environment. As such, in accordance
with the modeling methodology established in the TRUPACT-III SAR [6], a transient modeling of the insolation
loading is used to capture both the peak temperatures near the exterior of the package and within the payload. See
the TRUPACT-III SAR for details of how the insolation loading is handled for this safety evaluation.

5.2.3 Decay Heat Loads

The measured decay heat for the identified high wattage SLB2s (i.e., SLB2 waste containers #SR21524413 and
#SR21524414) have been measured at 142 and 187 watts [16], respectively, including uncertainty factors. For the
purposes of this evaluation, a bounding value of 190 watts is assumed. As a result of how the tank assembly was
used in practice, essentially all of the dissipated heat will originate from deposits remaining on the interior
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surfaces of the two slab waste tanks within the tank assembly. Surfaces of the shield tank that surround the waste
tanks are conservatively assumed to contribute nothing to the heat dissipation measured for the tank assembly.
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5.3 Material Properties and Component Specifications

This section presents the thermal properties and specifications of the materials that are unique to the modeling of
the high wattage SLB2 waste containers #SR21524413 and #SR21524414. See the TRUPACT-II1 SAR [61 for
the material properties and component specifications for all other materials.

5.3.1 Material Properties

All thermal properties used for the modeling of the high wattage SLB2s are documented in the TRUPACT-III
SAR.

5.3.2 Emissivity & Absorption Data

In addition to the emissivity data documented in the TRUPACT-III SAR, the modeling of the high wattage SLB2
waste containers used emissivity and transmissivity data for polyethylene sheets or bags. Figure 5-3 presents the
measured transmission spectrum [10] for 4 mil thick polyethylene. The data shows polyethylene has high
absorption bands in the 3.2 to 3.7, 6.8 to 7.5, and 13.5 to 14 micron range. At wavelengths outside of these ranges
approximately 80% of the incident radiative energy on the material is transmitted through its thickness and
onwards to material beyond. Most plastics reflect about 5% of the incident radiation [10], so of the radiation
striking a polyethylene sheet or bag outside of the high absorption wavelength bands, 5% is reflected, 80% is
transmitted, and 15% is absorbed.

Given that this safety evaluation is conducted using a gray body approximation of the surfaces, an average set of
optical properties over the wavelength range of interest is required. Planck's law [15] is used to estimate the
wavelength range over which the bulk of the radiative heat transfer occurs. For a waste tank temperature of
approximately 120 °C (250 °F), 85% of the radiative heat transfer will occur for wavelengths between 4.5 and 24
microns. Per Wien's displacement law, the wavelength with the peak energy transfer is computed via:

Peak energy wavelength (microns) = 5269 microns-°R/(Temp. (°F) + 460)
Peak energy wavelength (microns) = 7.4 microns @ 250 °F (120 °C)

Based on an examination of Figure 5-3, an averaged set of properties can be estimated for this wavelength range
that includes effects of the localized absorption bands. The averaged optical properties are set at 5% reflected,
75% is transmitted, and 20% is absorbed. Although polyethylene sheeting of 4 to 6 mil thickness is representative
of the material used for contamination control, the typical packaging arrangement will entail multiple sheets of
containment and/or folded sheets. Rather than treating each sheet or fold as a separate boundary in the model, the
methodology used factored the effect of the total polyethylene thickness involved into the properties of a single
layer.

The radiography scans [8] indicate the divided tank assembly is wrapped with 2 to 3 layers of polyethylene for
contamination control prior to loading into the SLB2. An additional 10 to 20 layers or folds of polyethylene
sheeting are seen overlying the top of the waste tank assembly and its confining wood cribbing dunnage. Per
Touloukin [9], a clear polyethylene sample 550 gim (22 mils) thick exhibited a transmissivity approximately 0.1
lower than a 2 mil thick sample. Similarly, a clear polyethylene sample 1800 lam (72 mils) thick exhibited a
transmissivity approximately 0.25 lower than a 2 mil thick sample.

Based on the above, the averaged radiative properties used to reflect the presence of 4 to 5 layers of 5 mil
polyethylene plastic is conservatively set at 5% reflected, 65% transmitted, and 30% absorbed. The averaged
properties for the additional polyethylene sheeting overlying the tank and SLB2 dunnage is conservatively set at
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5% reflected, 50% transmitted, and 45% absorbed to reflect the possible presence of 14 layers of 5 mil
polyethylene plastic.

5.3.3 Component Specifications

The thermal specifications used for the safety evaluation of the high wattage SLB2s are documented in the
TRUPACT-I1I SAR [6]. Within the SAR the HDPE (high density polyethylene) is shown to have a nominal
operating temperature range of 60 to 120*C, while the melting point for HDPE is 1350 C.

@100----------------------
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E 40

C 20---------------

L. 0-
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Figure 5-3: Transmission Spectrum for 4 mil Thick Polyethylene Plastic Film
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6.0 CALCULATIONS

The calculations performed to provide the predicted thermal performance of two identified high wattage SLB2s in
the TRUPACT-I1I packaging are divided into normal (NCT) and accident (HAC) conditions of transport. The
calculations are conducted in the same manner as the safety evaluations presented in the TRUPACT-I1I SAR [6]
and used the same software codes previously used (i.e., Thermal Desktop* [11] and SINDA/FLUINT [12]). With
the exception of the revised thermal modeling used to simulate the high wattage payloads within the SLB2 waste
container (see Appendix A), all other aspects of the thermal modeling of the TRUPACT-I1I packaging remains
the same as described in the TRUPACT-I1I SAR. Taken together, these calculations establish the thermal safety
basis required to assure compliance with the 10 CFR 71 [1] and IAEA TS-R- 1 [2] safety criteria.

7.0 RESULTS

Section 7.1 presents the calculations conducted for NCT, while Section 7.2 presents the calculations conducted
for HAC. The formatting of these sections is set in compliance with the standard format specified in Regulatory
Guide 7.9 [5]. Use of the Regulatory Guide 7.9 standard formatting in the presentation of the calculation greatly
increases the acceptability of safety applications submitted to regulatory bodies.

7.1 Thermal Evaluation under Normal Conditions of Transport

7.1.1 Maximum NCT Temperatures

The thermal evaluation of the TRUPACT-I1I package with the high wattage SLB2 payload for the NCTHot
condition assumes a constant ambient air temperature of 38'C and regulatory insolation that follows a sine curve
distribution. Given the relatively low thermal mass of the package exterior, the analysis is conducted as a
transient simulation to properly account for the diurnal solar loading on the thermal response of the package. The
transient is conducted for a period of 18 days with the resulting temperatures plotted for every 6 hours until the
last 48 hours when the output interval is decreased to every 1/2 hour to more accurately define the diurnal
temperature response.

The maximum container skin temperature reaches a repeatable cycle within the first 2 or 3 days of the transient,
while the internal package components require in excess of 10 days to achieve the majority of their temperature
rise and over 15 days to attain their maximum temperatures. Further, while an approximate 32°C swing in the
exterior skin temperature will occur over each 24 hour period, the temperatures within the CSA will be essentially
constant due to the insulating nature of the overpack.

The NCT Hot No Solar and the NCT Cold conditions are evaluated using a steady-state methodology. Table 7-1
presents the predicted TRUPACT-III packaging NCT temperatures under the evaluated NCT scenarios for the
high wattage SLB2 payload. As seen from the table, the peak temperatures achieved for all of the components are
significantly below the allowable temperature limits. The 0-rings used on the containment boundaries remain
well within the allowable temperature limits, as do the temperature sensitive components of the debris shield
assembly. It should be noted that, since the debris shield assembly is not explicitly represented by the thermal
model, its temperature is assumed to be the same as the containment 0-ring due to their proximity.

Per Section 5.3.3, the TRUPACT-III SAR established the maximum nominal operating temperature for
polyethylene at 120 °C and its melting point at 135 'C. Given that the maximum tank wall temperature noted in
Table 7-1 is approximately 110 *C, no melting of the polyethylene material will occur.
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Figure 7-1 presents a perspective view of the temperature distribution within the packaging and payload at
approximately mid-day during the diurnal cycle used for insolation loading. The temperature distribution
illustrates the heating due to a combination of decay heat and insolation on the external surfaces. As seen, the
peak package temperature occurs at the outer skin due to the solar heating of the horizontal, flat surfaces. Those
portions of the package that have a vertical orientation or are shaded exhibit temperatures that are 30 to 40°C
cooler than those attained on the horizontal surfaces. The temperature variation across the face of the closure end
impact structure is due to the variation of solar loading on each of the surfaces because of the orientation and the
self-shading by portions of the structure. The temperature distribution illustrated in Figure 7-1 demonstrates that
the principal thermal gradient within the packaging occurs between the center of the payload and the CSA
containment sheet.

The evaluation of the package's thermal performance for the NCT Hot condition without insolation is conducted
to confirm the package design complies with the requirements of §71.43 (g) of [1]. As seen from the summary of
component temperatures presented in Table 7-1 and the temperature distribution illustrated in Figure 7-2, the
maximum temperature of all accessible surfaces are below the allowable limit of 50'C for non-exclusive
packages.

7.1.2 Minimum NCT Temperatures

Table 7-1 and Figure 7-3 present the predicted package temperatures for the cold condition of transport (i.e., NCT
Cold, see Section 5.2.1). The minimum package temperature will occur with a zero decay heat load and an ambient
air temperature of-40 'F per 10 CFR §71.71(c)(2). The evaluation of this steady-state thermal condition requires no
formal thermal calculation since all package components will eventually achieve the -40 'F temperature. As
discussed in the TRUPACT-III SAR [6], -40 'F is within the allowable operating temperature range for all package
components.

7.1.3 Maximum Normal Operating Pressure

The maximum normal operating pressure (MNOP) developed during the maximum shipping period is limited to
172 kPa gauge by design, as stated in Section 3.3.2 of the TRUPACT-III SAR. The pressure developed will be a
function of the initial quantity of air filling the TRUPACT-III cavity, the quantity of gas generated by the waste
stream in the payload containers, the thermal expansion of the gases under operating conditions, and the amount
of water vapor that may exist within the package. The TRUPACT-III TRAMPAC describes the basis for
computing the maximum amount of gas that can be generated from any source within the payload based on the
contribution of each component contributing to the total pressure in the package. The relatively low temperature
attained within the CSA indicates that outgassing will not occur from either the silicone foam or porous
polyethylene used in the debris shield nor will it occur from the plastic material used on the CSA's guide bars.
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Table 7-1: NCT Temperatures w/ High Wattage SLB2 Payload

Temperatures (°C)1

Location / Component NCT Hot NCT Hot No NCT Cold maximum2Solar Allowable

Waste Tank Assembly Payload
- Maximum 109.7 97.4 65.9 230
- Bulk Avg. 99.1 86.0 51.7 230

Standard Large Box (SLB2) Payload
- Maximum sidewall 77.1 61.2 20.0 230
- Minimum sidewall (coincident) 3  60.8 45.2 -7.2 230
- Avg. sidewall 64.4 48.6 0.3 230

Containment O-ring Seal 57.5 41.5 -6.0 107

Sampling/Vent Port 0-ring Seal 57.4 41.0 -7.7 107

Debris Shield 57.5 41.5 -6.0 120

CaSi (Seal Protection) Insulation 63.2 41.2 -9.0 982

CSA Structural Sheet 62.0 45.2 -0.6 316

CSA Containment Sheet
- Maximum 62.4 46.0 0.6 316
- Minimum (coincident) 3 55.9 40.1 -17.3 316

CSA Lid
- Maximum 60.8 44.1 -2.0 316
- Lid Bolt Maximum 60.5 44.4 -6.0 316

Outer Skin
- Package Body, Peak 86.6 39.3 -8.9 121
- Package Cheek, Peak 78.1 40.8 -11.5 121
- Package Cover, Peak 84.3 42.8 -8.4 121

Last-a-Foam
- Package Body, Peak/Avg. 69.2/55.9 45.2/40.8 -0.7 / -15.3 260/65
- Package Comer, Peak/Avg. 82.7 / 55.4 43.5 /40.0 -5.3 / -18.1 260/65
- Package Cheek, Peak/Avg. 77.6 / 50.5 39.7/38.2 -15.8 / -25.7 260/65
- Overpack Cover Outer Area, Peak/Avg. 83.7 / 54.1 40.3/38.4 -11.7 / -22.2 260/65
- Overpack Cover Recess Area, Peak/Avg. 60.4 / 54.1 42.7 / 39.9 -8.4 / -17.6 260 / 65

Balsa
- Package Body, Peak/Avg. 86.3 / 57.1 40.0 / 38.8 -7.4 / -21.6 100 / 65
- Overpack Cover, Peak/Avg. 67.6 / 52.2 38.5 / 38.1 -21.0 / -24.8 100 / 65

Table Notes:
1) Peak temperatures determined assuming one SLB2 loaded with waste tank assembly dissipating 190W.
2) Maximum allowable temperatures are established in the TRUPACT-IlI SAR [6].
3) The listed minimum temperature is taken at the same time point (i.e., 'coincident') as the listed maximum

temperature as opposed to the actual minimum temperature occurring during the diumal cycle.
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Figure 7-1: NCT Hot Temperature Distribution for TRUPACT-IlI with High Wattage SLB2
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Figure 7-3: NCT Cold Temperature Distribution for TRUPACT-Ill with High Wattage
SLB2
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7.2 Thermal Evaluation under Hypothetical Accident Conditions

This section presents the thermal evaluation of the TRUPACT-II package with the high wattage SLB2 payload
under the hypothetical accident condition (HAC) specified in 10 CFR §71.73(c)(4). The evaluation is based on a
modified version of the analytical NCT thermal model as described in the TRUPACT-III SAR [6]. Modeling of
the high wattage SLB2 is the same as that used for NCT.

7.2.1 Initial Conditions
The initial conditions assumed for the package prior to the HAC event are described in the TRUPACT-III SAR.
Since a diurnal cycle is used for insolation loading under the NCT Hot condition, a time point representing late
afternoon is selected for the HAC initial conditions so as to capture the peak solar heating that occurs.

7.2.2 Maximum Temperatures

Table 7-2 presents the predicted peak component temperature for the TRUPACT-III packaging with the high
wattage SLB2 payload under HAC conditions as predicted for the end of the 30-minute fire and throughout the
modeled 12 hour transient event. As seen from the table, the presence of the outer skin, balsa, polyurethane foam,
and the calcium silicate insulation provides significant thermal protection to the TRUPACT-III package.
Comparison of the results presented in Table 7-2 with the results for the same analysis presented in Table 3.4-1 of
the TRUPACT-III SAR demonstrates that the higher decay heat loading of the high wattage SLB2 payload has a
minimal temperature effect on the peak packaging temperatures attained during the HAC transient. The majority
of the packaging component peak temperatures achieved are either identical or less than 5°C warmer than those
achieved in the SAR evaluation. Even the maximum temperature increase of 12'C noted for the peak CSA
containment sheet (i.e., the inner sheet) represents only a modest reduction in the SAR thermal margin for the
component from 94 to 82°C.

While the packaging component temperatures associated with the high wattage SLB2 payload case are equivalent to or
slightly elevated above those presented in the TRUPACT-III SAR (as noted above), the peak temperature of the high wattage
SLB2 payload itself is significantly lower because the payload is modeled using the specific knowledge of its configuration
(see Appendix A). Since the tank components are metallic and its configuration is known, the thermal model is capable of
taking full credit for the flow of heat to the outside and eliminating the conservatism required for the SAR modeling. For the
SAR calculations, a very conservative assumption is made that the effective thermal conductivity of the payload is equivalent
to that of still air, which is a comparatively poor conductor of heat. Thus, even though there is more decay heat in the high
wattage SLB2 tank payload, the maximum temperature of the tank is 65 'C cooler than the maximum temperature of the
payload documented in the TRUPACT-II1 SAR for 80W.

Because the results presented in Table 7-2 are very similar to those presented in Table 3.4-1 of the TRUPACT-III
SAR, then the temperature distribution and transient response information presented in Figure 3.4-1 through
Figure 3.4-6 of the TRUPACT-I1I SAR will also be applicable to the thermal performance of the TRUPACT-III
packaging with the high wattage SLB2 payload.

Based on the above results, the transport of the high wattage SLB2s in the TRUPACT-III packaging is
demonstrated as complying with all regulatory requirements for HAC.

7.2.3 HAC Pressure
The maximum internal pressure within the CSA during the HAC event is determined in the same manner as for the
TRUPACT-III SAR. Based on the conservative assumption that the TRUPACT-III package has reached its MNOP
pressure of 172 kPa gauge due to gas generation just prior to the initiation of the fire, the predicted pressure increase
within the CSA due to heat up from its pre-fire, steady-state level is via the ideal gas law. The bulk average gas
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temperature of the package cavity is conservatively estimated by averaging the peak temperature of the CSA
containment sheet with the average wall temperature of the SLB2 waste container. As such, the HAC pressure is
computed as follows:

pressure increase during fire = P Pre-fire (Tvoid Volume Fire + 273.15 K)
(TVoidVolumePre-fi + 273.15 K) " Pre-fre

where, TVoid Volume Fire -79+234 = 156.5 °C
2

T -62 +64
TVoid Volume Pre-Fire 2 6+ 630C2

and, pPfre = 101.3+172 = 273.3 kPa

As such, the maximum pressure increase during the fire transient is 76 kPa, yielding a peak HAC pressure of 248
kPa gauge. As with the SAR safety evaluation, this pressure increase value is conservative in that the analysis is
based on maximum of non-coincidental peak temperatures and the fact that the peak temperature of the CSA
containment sheet is used as opposed to an area weighted average temperature. Since the predicted peak HAC
pressure is 1.3 kPa less than that predicted in the TRUPACT-III SAR, the transport of the high wattage SLB2s will
not present a safety issue from a pressurization point of view.

The relatively low temperature attained within the CSA indicates that no significant outgassing will occur from
the silicone foam and porous polyethylene used for the debris shield nor from the plastic material used on the
CSA's guide bars which could lead to pressurization of the CSA cavity. Compliance with the limitation on the
buildup of flammable mixtures within the package is ensured by administrative controls on the payloads that are
permitted to be loaded. I
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Table 7-2: Peak HAC Temperatures w/ High Wattage SLB2 Payload

Temperatures (°C)

MaximumLocation I Component Pre-fire End of Fire Peak Allowable 2

Waste Tank Assembly Payload
-Maximum 110 110 112 230
- Avg. 99 99 104 230

Standard Large Box (SLB2) Payload
-Maximum sidewall 77 77 86 230
- Minimum sidewall (coincident) 60 61 75 230
-Avg. sidewall 64 64 79 230

Containment 0-ring Seal 57 67 99 204

Sampling/Vent Port 0-ring Seal 57 57 79 204

Debris Shield 57 67 99 -

CaSi (Seal Protection) Insulation 63 688 688 982

CSA Structural Sheet (includes Lid outer sheet), 725 for < 1 hour
- Peak/Avg. 3 62 689/78 689/80 /316

CSA Containment Sheet (includes Lid inner sheet)
- Maximum 62 227 234 316
- Minimum (coincident) 56 56 72 316

CSA Lid Bolts 60 191 191 316

Outer Skin
- Package Body, Peak 72 800 800 1,370
- Package Cheek, Peak 69 800 800 1,370
- Package Cover, Peak 73 800 800 1,370

Last-a-Foam
- Package Body, Peak/Avg. 68/56 684 /80 684 / 101
- Package Comer, Peak/Avg. 71 / 56 797/191 797 / 191
- Package Cheek, Peak/Avg. 70 / 51 800/373 800 / 373 -

- Overpack Cover Outer Area, Peak/Avg. 73 / 54 793/171 793 / 171 -
- Overpack Cover Recess Area, Peak/Avg. 60/54 695 / 74 695 / 103 -

Balsa
- Package Body, Peak/Avg. 74/56 791/450 791/450 -

- Overpack Cover, Peak/Avg. 64 /52 784 / 449 784 / 449 -

Table Notes:
1) Initial temperatures based on the 424 hour point in the transient NCT Hot analysis.
2) Maximum allowable temperatures are established in TRUPACT-Ill SAR [6].
3) The peak CSA structural sheet temperature occurs at the location of the puncture bar damage and lasts less than

1 hour. The peak temperature for the remaining portion of the structural sheet is substantially lower as
demonstrated by the average temperature value.
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8.0 RESULTS

The objective of this analysis is to establish the safety basis for transporting two identified high wattage SLB2s in
the TRUPACT-I11 packaging. To accomplish this objective, a finite-element/finite-difference thermal model for a
quarter symmetry segment of the TRUPACT-I11 packaging loaded with the high wattage SLB2 payload was
developed. This analytical model is exercised for Normal Conditions of Transport (NCT) and Hypothetical
Accident Conditions (HAC) as specified in 10 CFR 71 [1] and IAEA TS-R- 1 [2]. The predicted thermal
performance for these conditions were examined and it is verified that all applicable regulatory requirements
specified in 10 CFR 71 and IAEA TS-R-1 are met.
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9.0 LISTING OF COMPUTER FILES

Table 9-1 Computer Run Record for Normal Conditions of Transport (NCT)

A COMPUTER RUN RECORD
AREVA

Computer Run ID TRUPACT-III Package with High Wattage SLB2 for Normal Conditions of Transport (NCT)
AnalysisSoftware Thermal DesktopTM & SINDA/FLUINTrm, Version 5.3
Software
Vrftcatin Verified under AFS-EN-PRC-013, Rev. 01.Verification

HardwareHard reptn Xeon PC, Windows VISTA operating systemDescription

Disk Storage All files stored on CD-ROM in folder named: NCT Files
Description

File Type File Name Creator

ASCII Input TP3_NCTHotWsteTank.inp Thermal Desktop®
TP3_NCTHotNSWsteTank.inp
TP3_NCTCold_WsteTank.inp
TP3_LWT_AmbientRevl.inc
TP3_NCTHotWsteTank.cc
TP3_NCTCold_WsteTank.cc
TP3_NCTAmbntRevl .rad
TP3_PayloadRev2.rad
TP3_WseTank_RevO.rad
TP3_LWTMaterialsHigh Heat.rco
TP3_LWT_Materials_High Heat.tdp
forexcv-metric.f
frcvhd-metric.f
frcvhu-metric.f

Disk File Storage frcvv-metric.f

Binary TP3_LWTNCTHigh Heat PayloadRevO.dwg G Banken
Database

TP3_NCTHotWsteTank.out

ASCII Output TP3_NCTHotNSWsteTank.out SINDA/FLUINT
TP3_NCTColdWsteTank.out

TP3_NCTHotWsteTank.sav

Binary Output TP3_NCTHotNSWsteTank.sav SINDA/FLUINT
TP3_NCTCoIdWsteTank.sav

TP3_NCTHotWsteTank.xlsx

Spreadsheets TP3_NCTHotNSWsteTank.xlsx

TP3_NCTCoId WsteTank.xlsx

Printed Description
Attachments

None
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Table 9-2 Computer Run Record for Hypothetical Accident Conditions (HAC)

A COMPUTER RUN RECORD
AR EVA

Computer Run ID TRUPACT-II Package with High Wattage SLB2 for Hypothetical Accident Conditions (HAC)
AnalysisSoftware Thermal Desktop Tm & SINDA/FLUINTTM , Version 5.3

Software
Vrftcatin Verified under AFS-EN-PRC-013, Rev. 01.Verification

HardwareHardriptn Xeon PC, Windows VISTA operating systemDescription

Disk Storage All files stored on CD-ROM in folder named: HAC Files
Description

File Type File Name Creator

ASCII Input TP3_HACWsteTankRevO.inp Thermal Desktop®
TP3_HACWsteTank.cc
TP3_HACAmbntRev1.rad
TP3_PayloadRev2.rad
TP3_WseTankRevO.rad
TP3_LWTOptics HAC HighHeat.rco
TP3_LWT_Materials_HAC High Heat.tdp
TP3_HACAmbientRevl .inc
TP3_HACAmbntRevO.var

Disk File Storage forexcv-metric.f
frcvhd-metric.f
frcvhu-metric.f
frcvv-metric.f

Binary TP3_HAC High Heat Payload RevO.dwg G Banken
Database . . . . .

ASCII Output TP3_HACWsteTank.out SINDA/FLUINT
TP3_HAC_WsteTank.sav

Binary Output SINDA/FLUINT
TP3_HACWsteTank.savPCS

Spreadsheets TP3_HAC WsteTank.xlsx

Printed Description
Attachments

None
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APPENDIX A: THERMAL MODEL OF HIGH WATTAGE SLB2

This section presents details of the thermal modeling used to simulate the two identified high wattage SLB2s
within the TRUPACT-II1 packaging. The analytical model is developed for use with the Thermal Desktop® [11]
and SINDA/FLUINT [ 12] computer programs. These programs work together to provide the functions needed to
build, exercise, and post-process a thermal model. The codes have been validated for generating safety basis
calculations for nuclear related projects [13] and have been used for numerous other safety evaluations.

The Thermal Desktop* computer program provides graphical input and output display functions, as well as
computing the thermal mass, conduction, and radiation exchange conductors for the defined geometry and
thermal/optical properties. Thermal Desktop® is designed to run as an application module within the AutoCADTM
design software. As such, all of the CAD tools available for generating geometry within AutoCADTM can be used
for generating a thermal model. In addition, the use of the AutoCADTM layers tool presents a convenient means
of segregating the thermal model into its various elements.

The SINDA/FLUINT computer program is a general purpose code that handles problems defined in finite
difference (i.e., lumped parameter) and/or finite element terms and can be used to compute the steady-state and
transient behavior of the modeled system. Although the code can be used to solve any physical problem governed
by diffusion-type equations, specialized functions used to address the physics of heat transfer and fluid flow make
the code primarily a thermal code.

Together, the Thermal Desktop® and SINDA/FLUINT codes provide the capability to simulate steady-state and
transient temperatures using temperature dependent material properties and heat transfer via conduction,
convection, and radiation. Complex algorithms may be programmed into the solution process for the purposes of
computing heat transfer coefficients as a function of the local geometry, gas thermal properties as a function of
species content, temperature, and pressure.

A.1 Package Thermal Model for NCT

As described in the TRUPACT-III SAR [6], the thermal model of the TRUPACT-1I1 package defines a quarter
symmetry model of the package's closure end (i.e., symmetrical about the package axial axis and 180 symmetry
about the package vertical axis). This modeling choice captures the thermally sensitive seal region at the package
closure lid and allows the incorporation of varying insolation loads that will occur at the top, sides, and ends of
the package and the adiabatic conditions assumed to exist over the bottom surface of the package. Program
features within the Thermal Desktop® computer program automatically compute the various areas, lengths,
thermal conductors, and view factors involved in determining the individual elements that make up the thermal
model of the complete assembly. The modeling assumes that the TRUPACT-III operations are conducted with
the package in its normal, horizontal orientation.

Figure A-1 illustrates a perspective view of the three dimensional thermal model of the TRUPACT-III packaging.
The origin of the thermal model axis is located at the center of the package, with the positive x axis pointing
towards the right side of the package (when facing the closure end), the positive y-axis pointing towards the top of
the package and the positive z-axis pointing towards the closure end of the package. The model is composed of
solid and plate type elements to represent the various package components. Thermal communication between the
various components is via conduction, convection, radiation, and surface-to-surface contact. Full details of the
modeling are presented in the TRUPACT-II1 SAR.
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The thermal modeling of the high wattage SLB2s within the TRUPACT-III packaging consisted of deleting the
existing thermal model for everything within the boundaries of the SLB2 waste container and replacing it with a
simulation of the payload configuration described in Section 5.1. Figure A-2 illustrates a cross section of the tank
assembly with the vertical line of cutting (red line) that was used to separate the tank assembly in half prior to its
loading in the SLB2. Also shown in the figure is the model symmetry line (i.e., blue line) that is assumed in order
to match the modeling of the tank assembly with the quarter symmetry model of the TRUPACT-III package.

While package geometry and payload assumptions made quarter symmetry modeling fully appropriate for the
original NCT evaluations [6], the asymmetric geometry of the divided tank assembly does not neatly fit a quarter
symmetry scenario. However, by conservatively selecting which portion of the divided tank assembly to be
included in the thermal model, a quarter symmetry representation can be made to provide results that
conservatively bound those which would be produced by a half symmetry or full 3-D model. With that objective
in mind, the thermal modeling of the tank assembly uses a representation of the tank assembly shown to the left of
the blue line in Figure A-2. This selected segment of the tank assembly provides a conservative modeling basis
for the following reasons:

1) neither side of the included vertical wall of the heat dissipating waste tank has a direct view of the
internals of the SLB2. In contrast, the non-selected segment of the tank assembly would have one
side of the included waste tank vertical wall exposed to the internals of the SLB2,

2) based on surface area of the waste tank walls, the selected segment of the tank assembly will
dissipate slightly more than 1/4 of the total decay loading

The tank assembly modeling is depicted in Figure A-3. The modeling uses approximately 340 nodes, 14 planar
elements and 192 solid elements to represent and provide thermal resolution within its components. The shield
tank walls are approximately 6 mm thick Type 304 stainless steel, while the walls of the transfer tanks are
approximately 9 mm thick Type 304 stainless steel. The tank assembly modeling accurately captures the height,
length, and width of the slab waste tanks, but ignores the curvature of the walls. The modeling of the surrounding
shield tank walls accurately captures the length and width of the tank assembly, but ignores the added height of
the shield tank in the vicinity of the waste tank manifold connections. This missing height results in a
conservative model as there is less surface area to support heat transfer from the tank assembly to the interior of
the SLB2. The tank assembly walls are assumed to have a conservatively low emissivity of 0.3.

Figure A-4 illustrates the surfaces used to simulate the polyethylene sheeting and/or bags that block direct
radiation heat transfer between the tank assembly and the interior of the SLB2. Each surface is assumed to have
the optical properties specified in Section 5.3.2 capturing the cumulative effect of the multiple layers of
polyethylene sheets and/or bags placed between the tank assembly and the SLB2 interior. Conduction within the
layers is ignored. Also shown in the figure is the vertical wall of the wood dunnage that surrounds the tank
assembly on two sides. While the wall's surface is likely not solid, for conservatism, the model assumes that it is
and, therefore, any radiative energy that passes through the intervening polyethylene layers will be intercepted
and absorbed.

While the radiography scans [8] of the high wattage SLB2s did note the presence of miscellaneous optically
opaque material such as saw blades, nylon straps and cable chokers, metal clevises, etc. distributed through the
SLB2s, the sparse quantity and placement of the material is judged to have no significant thermal effect on the
modeling approach used for this safety evaluation.

Figure A-5 illustrates the 1/4-symmetry thermal modeling of the high wattage SLB2 used for the purposes of this
safety evaluation. The figure shows the SLB2 enclosure surface with the enclosed waste tank assembly and the
wood dunnage. For reasons of clarity, the polyethylene sheeting and/or bags shown in Figure A-4 are not shown
in Figure A-5. The figure does include the roller floor pallet system that is part of the TRUPACT-III packaging.
As noted in the figure, the modeling assumes a 2-inch air gap between the bottom of the waste tank assembly and
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the floor of the SLB2. Heat transfer within the SLB enclosure occurs via radiation between the indicated
surfaces, conduction within the metallic walls of the waste tank assembly and SLB2, and conduction across the
air-filled gaps.

Figure A-5 is a direct replacement for the modeling depicted in Figure 3.5-10 of the TRUPACT-III SAR [6]. The
thermal modeling represented by what is depicted within the boundaries of Figure A-5 is new to this safety
evaluation. The thermal modeling external to the boundaries of Figure A-5 is exactly the same as that used in the
TRUPACT-III SAR.

A.2 Package Thermal Model for HAC

With the exception of the new thermal model depicted in Figure A-5, the analytical thermal model of the
TRUPACT-I1I packaging used for HAC conditions with the high wattage SLB2s is exactly the same as described
in the TRUPACT-I1I SAR. The same is true for the initial conditions, method of analysis, and changes to the
modeling to represent damage conditions, etc.
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(Note: the positive y-axis is oriented towards the top of the package and the positive z-axis towards the package closure end)

Figure A-I: Perspective View of One-Quarter Symmetry TRUPACT-III Thermal Model
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JU.-w:
(Note: model symmetry assumed along x=O and z=O)

Figure A-3: Tank Assembly Model
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(Note: model symmetry assumed along x=O and z=O)

Figure A-4: Assumed Blockage by Polyethylene Wrap and Bags
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(Note: y-axis is oriented towards package top and z-axis towards package closure end, model

symmetry assumed along x=O and z=O, polyethylene sheeting/bags not shown for clarity)

Figure A-5: SLB2 Model (shown with tank assembly and roller floor)
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APPENDIX B: COMPUTER SOFTWARE USAGE

Thermal Desktop® and SINDA/FLUINT are commercially available codes and are appropriate for the steady-state
and transient thermal analyses as performed in this calculation. The thermal evaluations performed herein are
within the range of the validation performed in [13]. The input and output files are documented in the computer
run records in Section 9.0. The AFS EASI status of Thermal Desktop® and SINDA/FLUINT is active with a
qualification level of Z. The software is controlled by the AREVA QA procedure AFS-EN-PRC-013 [14].

In-use testing of computer software is required every time results of engineering application software are
documented pursuant to Section 6.2.7 of procedure AFS-EN-PRC-013. The original software validation test
report [ 13] did not provide a specific in-use test problem, therefore according to Section 6.2.7.1 of AFS-EN-PRC-
013, the 'COMBOI'test problem from [13] was selected for the in-use test. The in-use simulation was performed
and recorded by the calculation originator, and documented below. The plotted results from the new output file
TD_SINDAINUSE.USR1 agrees with the original output file COMBOI .TXT, indicating an acceptable test.
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Attachment 3 Page 1 of 2

Attachment 4 - Flammable Gas Analysis Form SCO 1049 Add 4 - Win XP SP3/Win 7 SP1
Excel 20031200712010

Waste Container ID: SR21524413
BDR Number: SR13FG11019

Sampling Date: 2/1112013

CAS COMPOUND Measured
NUMBER ppmv
1333-74-0 Hydrogen 19.28

74-82-8 Methane 6.85 U
67-56-1 Methanol 9.60 U
60-29-7 Ethyl Ether 0.82 U
75-35-4 1, 1-Dichloroethylene 2.92 U
67-64-1 Acetone 7.20 U
75-34-3 1, 1 -Dichloroethane 2.84 U
156-59-2 cis-1,2-Dichloroethene 0.31 U
78-93-3 Methyl ethyl ketone 3.21 U
110-82-7 Cyclohexane 3.54 U
71-43-2 Benzene 0.61 U
107-06-2 1,2-Dichloroethane 1.09 U
71-36-3 1 -Butanol 0.98 U
108-10-1 Methyl isobutyl ketone 2.28 U
108-88-3 Toluene 2.43 U
108-90-7 Chlorobenzene 2.15 U
100-41-4 Ethylbenzene 2.32 U

108-38-3/106-42-3 m- and p-Xylene 1.24 U
95-47-6 o-Xylene 1.68 U
108-67-8 1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene 5.36 U
95-63-6 1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene 6.75 U

CAS IDENTIFIED TIC Est. Amount
Number COMPOUND ppmv

N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A

'71



Attachment 3 Page 2 of 2

Attachment 4 - Flammable Gas Analysis Form SCO 1049 Add 4 - Win XP SP3/Win 7 SP1
Excel 200312007/2010

Waste Container ID: SR21524414
BDR Number: SR13FG11019

Sampling Date: 2/11/2013

CAS COMPOUND Measured Reporting Flag
NUMBER ppmv
1333-74-0 Hydrogen 129.15
74-82-8 Methane 6.85 U
67-56-1 Methanol 9.60 U
60-29-7 Ethyl Ether 0.82 U
75-35-4 1,1-Dichloroethylene 2.92 U
67-64-1 Acetone 7.20 U
75-34-3 1,1-Dichloroethane 2.84 U
156-59-2 cis-1,2-Dichloroethene 0.31 U
78-93-3 Methyl ethyl ketone 3.21 U
110-82-7 Cyclohexane 3.54 U
71-43-2 Benzene 0.61 U
107-06-2 1,2-Dichloroethane 1.09 U
71-36-3 1-Butanol 0.98 U
108-10-1 Methyl isobutyl ketone 2.28 U
108-88-3 Toluene 2.43 U
108-90-7 Chlorobenzene 2.15 U
100-41-4 Ethylbenzene 2.32 U

108-38-3/106-42-3 m- and p-Xylene 1.24 U
95-47-6 o-Xylene 1.68 U
108-67-8 1, 3,5-Trimethylbenzene 5.36 U
95-63-6 1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene 6.75 U

CAS IDENTIFIED TIC Est. Amount
Number COMPOUND ppmv

N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A


